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Arms Minute No. 3, 1958 

Research and Development presented the results or a 
ten gun pilot line test. Funot1oning or all guns was satis
factory. All guns had passed the gallery accuracy specifications 
before be1ng selected for the pilot test. However, 1n the pilot 
test, two guns failed to meet the 2" specification (2.36 11 and 
2.3"), a.nd three others were very close to the ma.:.<.1rnum limit, 
(1.96", l.9811 and 1.96"). This would seem to indicate that while 
the accuracy may be acceptable, it is not as good as we hope 
for in a varmint rifle. (Bridgeport Plant reports that their 
tests indicate that the ammun1t1on being furnished to Ilion, 
while well within epecif1c&t1on, is not quite as accurate as the 
222 ammunition. On the basis or experience with other calibers. 
1t can be anticipated that with more experience the inherent , 
accuracy or both the a.rnmun1 ti on and the weapons will improve. 1~1-
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The Ilion Plant reported tha~~g\.ms 0:~n 280~1lem1ng~n ~~ 
caliber were shipped to writers on ~y-·,::~~k~d l\l~re tti'en rel~,ge'o 
to the warehouse. Research and ~y,e·1o•'n1:d)_1·~t tei~}I were 
satisfactory and Ilion Plant au~~1tted-t~e r~~lp,wing itievised 
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-1;t~*t.~~· ·~fi. ,,. .H .• ~ 265 (actual) 
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~t!~;,pext,~\sc~,duled caliber 1B 222 Remington and pilot assemlJly 
:.i~?i~,:~~th:;,~;. ii;~sqef;f.V:0.~ch;~or July. 1958. 

-~~f· .,;~ ·•:Ji ~~1;:;flne ·or the rew unfavorable comments recei., ed from· the 

. ~_l'':~:;~"~~· '~~' ;i1e-l;!i on the Model 725 involved the checkering. wor-k with the 
., ,~~ !»end'or has resulted in an improvement so that it is believed that 
i't '~~L •.. ;t:r-:Pr'esent checkering is nt1stactory in relation to the established 
t• )~ · .. ,::•,,.,,,. spec1f1cat1on. However, the Ilion Plant has prepared samples 
·;~~\. ~~~if" with a revised style or checkering which may be more desirable .· 

~~~~~''*'' and has reciuested the Sales Department comments. Eight sample 
,,. guns are being prepared which should be shipped to District 

Managers on May 9. 
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